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 Background: Prosser was the owner of a valuable watch.  It was stolen on or 

about April 1 by a person then unknown, but later discovered to be one Thurlow.  

Thurlow, in possession of the stolen watch, represented to Keeton that the watch 

was Thurlow’s and that, because his mother was ill, he needed to sell it to raise 

funds.  Thurlow and Keeton were both members of the same church and knew each 

other slightly.  Keeton, because of this connection, reasonably believed that Thurlow 

was indeed the owner and he paid Thurlow $500 for the watch, a sum which 

approximated its real value.  Thurlow immediately disappeared.  About a month 

later, however, Prosser saw Keeton wearing the watch and identified it by a secret 

mark on the back.  There is no question about the identification and Prosser 

demanded its return.  Keeton argued that as he paid for it, he would not return it.  

The trial judge held that Keeton, though in good faith, was a converter and liable to 

return the watch or pay its reasonable value.  Keeton appeals.  

 

 Opinion of Judge Allen:  The thief obviously did not obtain title to the 

watch.  (It would be absurd to say that Prosser could not sue the thief if he had 

discovered the theft immediately.)  If the thief did not have title, how could he 

transfer the title he did not have?  Obviously he could not do so.  And if the thief 

could not transfer title, then Keeton did not get title from the thief.  It is true that 

Keeton paid money, but that can hardly go to show that the thief could suddenly 

convey a title he did not have.  Since Keeton obtained no title, he has no right to the 

watch and he is a converter, liable to Prosser.  

 

 Opinion of Judge Bateman:  A rule of law should work justice between the 

parties.  Neither Prosser nor Keeton were guilty of wrongdoing, but as the thief has 

disappeared, one or the other must bear the loss.  Purchasers are generally in no 

position to determine the true ownership of watches and this purchaser in 

particular had every reason to believe that the thief was honest.  Watch owners, 

though undoubtedly victims of theft, are in better position to guard against theft 

than purchasers are to discover it.  Justice therefore requires us to hold that the 

purchaser, Keeton, takes good title by operation of law.  

 

 Opinion of Judge Compton:  The law may give the good faith purchaser 

title if there is an apt reason of policy for doing so, and this is true even if the thief 

could not give title.  There is no reason of justice to make Prosser bear the loss.  It 

has not been established by evidence that Prosser in particular or watch owners in 

general can protect themselves from thieves any better than purchasers can.  



Justice does not help us put the loss on either Prosser or Keeton.  However, social 

policy, which transcends the question of justice between two individuals, does speak 

to this issue.  Social policy in an enterprise society demands that exchange of goods 

be fostered.  If every buyer had to investigate the provenance of the goods he or she 

purchased, the process of production and the satisfaction of human needs and wants 

would be made much more costly if it was not stopped altogether.  Social policy, 

therefore, requires us to hold that Keeton should be given title to the watch by 

operation of the law.  


